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Goal
To educate on the nature of sound as a vibration and frequency as a property of sound
Description of Project
Interactive Sound is an interactive, virtual-reality exhibit. It aims at conveying the nature of sound
in addition to frequency as one of its properties using a tangible interface. The user has the ability
to control a sound wave, changing the visual wave display and accompanying sound in variation
according to frequency.
The Interactive Sound experience has two parts. The first is a short animation with voice over that
introduces the scientific concepts of sound, and gives the museum visitor directions for interacting
with the exhibit.
For the second part, the visitor controls the frequency of the sound wave using a specialized infrared (IR) wand, which generates graphics on the display or GeoWall, and produces sound at the
same time. The IR light serves as input data for the web camera and triggers both the visual and
audio feedback in real-time. The speed of the user’s movement determines the frequency of the
sound, the faster the movement the higher the frequency and vice versa. The screen display
supports two separate wave animations. Expanding discs represent frequency in relation to the
number of full form groups. Figure 1 demonstrates a view of low frequency (occurring with slow
movements) and Figure 2 shows the opposite high frequency view (occurring with quick
movements).
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The alternative graphic design available is the more common traverse wave (shown in figures 3 and
4), where the number of oscillations corresponds to the frequency rate. The position of the IR wand
can be tracked on the screen display with either a green slide bar or crosshair. These two options
are also illustrated in Figure 3 (crosshair) and Figure 4 (green slide bar)
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Accompanying the user’s movement and visual graphics, sound plays in correspondence to variance
in pitch. There are also two sound files between which the user can select either a solid tone or
rhythmic tune.
Technical Development
This exhibit employs a number of technologies. A large display or GeoWall is the main focal point
of the exhibit where users place most of their attention. The GeoWall is a low-cost PC-based 3D
stereoscopic projection system [1]. A user interacts with Interactive Sound using a cylindrical wand
with an IR LED at one end, and held by the user at the other end. An inexpensive web camera
mounted above the display captures the movement of the handheld IR device. Speakers provide
audio feedback to the user based on the user’s interaction. The exact placement and type of
equipment Visible Sound uses depends on the museum and venue. Below are proposed
arrangements for the SciTech Museum, Aurora (Figure 5) and Museum of Science and Industry,
Chicago (Figure 6).
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The frequency of the sound wave is related to the time the user takes to move the IR device. If the
visitor moves the IR device quickly the frequency of the wave is high. The wave drawn pulsates
more, and sound heard from the speakers has a high pitch. If the visitor moves the IR device slowly
the frequency of the wave is low. The wave drawn pulsates less, and sound heard from the speakers
has a low pitch.
There are two software components to the application. One is the graphics component written in
Electro, an open source scriptable scene-graph. The other is camera tracking software written in
C++.
Evaluation
Front End
A simple three part survey was conducted at the Museum of Science and Industry to evaluate the
general public knowledge in regards to sound. The museum visitor was asked to define sound, list
any properties, and draw how they visualize sound. The respondents fell within three age ranges- 6
to 11, 12-17, and 18 plus.
The youngest age range defined sound with responses geared toward types of sounds. Properties of
sound were indicated by instruments that make sound. When asked to draw sound, most made
anatomical references, though some drew instruments or technological equipment. A few did
indicate bangs and flashes, showing at least a low level of abstract correlations. When specifically
asked, the group had never heard of frequency.
The next age range was mostly able to give a cursory definition of sound as something heard,
though one person did identify sound as a vibration. This group also connected properties of sound
to objects that create sound, however, when prompted, they were aware of frequency though did not
know how it related to sound. When asked to draw sound, most drew lines. One sketched waves
flowing into an ear, and another depicted actual compression waves.
The oldest age range defined sound as something heard, were able to list frequency as a property of
sound (though still unable to describe its relation to sound), and represented sound visually as a
wave. From this evaluation, it became the goal of the interactive program to focus on informing the
user of sound’s nature as a vibration and correlating frequency to sound.
Prototype
Once a working prototype was created, an evaluation session was performed at the Museum of
Science and Industry. However, there were several problems during set up that indicated the IR
tracking did not correspond to the screen graphics. Only one group attempted the use of this
program, and progressed in confusion and disinterest. It became evident that work still needed to be
done before wide public use. Subsequently the camera tracking was improved and the graphics
overhauled.
Ongoing
After the program was updated, another evaluation was held at the Museum of Science and
Industry. Several large groups were facilitated through the evaluation area, allowed to interact with
the program, were observed during their interaction, and asked to complete a short survey following

their time with the program. The overwhelming majority of respondents ranged in age from 12 to
17.
Everyone rated their enjoyment as above fair and an overwhelming majority gave 6/7 rating out of 7
and expressed some increase in understanding/knowledge after using the program. So, overall the
program received a very positive response in regards to enjoyment and intellectual stimulation.
However, the goal of communicating the nature of pitch and frequency was unsuccessful. Thus
several more revisions were made, including updates to the introduction and the incorporation of
graphic and sound choices.
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Copyright
interactiveSound is an interactive 3D virtual reality exhibit developed by MSCOPE program interns
at the University of Chicago's Center for the Presentation of Science.
interactiveSound is copyrighted 2006 by the University of Chicago.
Electro is open source scriptable scene-graph created by Robert Kooima at the University of Illinois
at Chicago's Electronic Visualization Laboratory. Electro is copyrighted 2005-2006 by Robert
Kooima.
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